Invitation
18th RALLY „STETTINER HAFF“
14 - 15 June, 2019
1. Organizer:
rallye trans e.V. Eggesin
Head of Organization:
Ralf Nagel
Otto-Intze-Str. 19
D-18299 Laage
Tel.: +49 (0) 174 4784600
info@rallye-trans.de
www.rallye-trans.de
2. Character of event:
RALLY „STETTINER HAFF“ is a cross-border consistency rally for automobiles and motorcycles which
includes special stages that do not require any permits of sports authorities. During the entire course the
participants will not drive any high speed stages. The course leads entirely on paved roads and pathes of
which approx. 25 km are of cobblestones.
A time score is not implemented in this rally.
The total length of the rally is approx. 300 km.
3. Participation permit:
Participation in this rally is permitted for automobiles and motorcycles.
The total number of participating vehicles is limited to 50 vehicles. These have to be registered in their holder’s
country of residence for use in public traffic or carry a valid licence plate.
The drivers of each of the participating vehicles have to hold a driving licence corresponding to the vehicle
participating. The driving licence is to be shown during the documents´ verification. Corresponding to the
number of seats in each participating vehicle, these may be taken by several persons.
4. Classification:
Class 1 Cars until 1950 models
Class 3 Cars until 1990 models
Special Class for Motorcycles

Class 2 Cars until 1970 models
Class 4 Cars from 1991 models
Special Class for Lorries

The final admittance to participate is reserved to the organizer and is made on the basis of the registration
entries. Each vehicle has to carry its participant´s plate at the front as well as its starting number on the
driver´s and co-driver´s door during the entire rally course, both well visible. Participant´s plate and starting
number must neither cover entirely nor partially the vehicle´s official licence plate. Participant´s plate and
starting number are disposed by the organizer.
In case of any damages on the participating vehicle caused by applying of stickers the organizer cannot be
held responsible.

5. Course of the event:
The participants receive their rally documents on June, 14th, 2019, between 13:00 hrs and 15:00 hrs inside
the OPEL Autohaus Aßmann, Ueckermünder Str. 36, in 17367 Eggesin, Germany (Verification of documents).
In order of their starting position, each team receives one participant´s plate, one starting number, one road
book, maps and, in case of requirement, additional pieces of information.
The start of the first vehicle takes place is at 16:01 hrs.
6. Assessment:
Winner in each class is the team with the lowest amount of penalty points. In case of equal scores in the
amount of penalty points the performance during the special stages in their chronological order will decide on
the winner.
7. Prizes:
The best three teams in each class will be awarded cups (driver and co-driver). The awarding of further prizes
is reserved to the organizer.
8. Presentation ceremony:
The presentation ceremony will take place on June, 15th, 2019 at 19:00 hrs inside the “be free” sports center
in Stettiner Straße 46b, 17367 Eggesin, Germany. The presentation ceremony forms part of the rally event. All
cups and prizes will be awarded during the presentation ceremony and will not be sent to those prizewinners
absent.
9. Registrations:
Deadline for registrations is April, 13th, 2019, registration forms must be with the organizer by then!
Registrations must be submitted via the official registration form. The registration form has to be signed by the
driver and co-driver. Registrations sent online via e-mail do not require a signature, registration forms will then
be signed while handing out the documents. Registration turns valid only on receipt of the corresponding
registration fee via cheque or bank transfer. Registration will be confirmed after the registration deadline.
Registration forms will be registered with date as per postmark/per e-mail. Please send registration forms to
the following address:
Rallye Trans e.V. Eggesin
Postfach 1103
17363 Eggesin
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Registration is recommended via e-mail, see button „Send your
registration“ on the online registration form (you need Acrobat
Reader, free download on the internet)

10. Course regulations:
During the entire rally the driver has to follow strictly the corresponding national road traffic regulations of the
countries through which the rally course is leading. Any violation of these regulations as well as any
involvement in an accident will lead to disqualification.
Known road check points (RCP) will be passed during the course. Missing the marshal´s certification of the
driver´s transit in an RCP leads to penalty points. Moreover, approx. 5 constancy stages will have to be taken.
During the verification of documents, each participant receives a road book at the starting point which contains
the stages and the corresponding assessments. The participants are responsible for their entries in the time
card. Any correction or manipulation of the notes on the time card will lead to disqualification unless it is
authorized by the responsible marshal!

11. Insurance:
Every participant has to hold a valid international motor liability insurance.
12. Organizer´s and participant´s responsibility and waiver of liability:
Responsibility:
Each participant (applicant, driver, co-driver, car owner and car holder) joins this event at their own risk. They
are in charge of any damage caused and provoked by themselves and their vehicles which are subject to civil
and penal law.
Waiver of liability:
By the entry of the registration form each participant (applicant, driver, co-driver, owner and holder), in case of
any accident or damage which may occur in the run of the event, waives any right or recourse of legal action
against the organizer, his authorised representatives, marshals or assistants, against authorities or any other
persons who are connected with the organisation of the event. The organizer reserves his right to execute
modifications of the invitation which are ordered by authorities, or result from force majeure or become
necessary because of safety reasons, as well as to cancel parts of the event if this becomes necessary due to
extraordinary circumstances, all without assuming any liability for damages. This agreement comes into effect
towards any person involved by the entry of the registration form to the organizer. The organizer concludes an
organizer liability insurance. By the entry of the registration form, the participant absolutely accepts the content
of this invitation as well as any implementing regulations to come. Moreover, each participant declares that
they absolutely waive to call to a civil commercial or penal court.
General:
Driver and co-driver obligate themselves to follow the organizer´s, the rally management´s as well as their
assistants´ directives. By the entry of the registration form, driver and co-driver agree – in the name of the
sponsoring bodies – to the following:



The organizer is entitled to record any activities connected with the event and to broadcast these via
radio, television or other media. No claims or whatsoever derive from this action towards the
organizer or the broadcasting companies;
The organizer is entitled to forward the participants´ addresses to photographers on their request so
that these may send their photos to the participants.

The copyright of the entire event is property of the organizer.
Additions to the invitation:
The regulations of this invitation may be subject to change or addition if required. Any change or additional
regulation will be published in numbered and dated bulletins which are part of the invitation present.
These bulletins will be advertised via an official notice or announced directly to the participants who confirm
these by signature, unless this is impossible during the course of the event.
Application and public display of the invitation:
During the course of the event, the organisation and rally management is responsible to apply the regulations
of the invitation present.

13. Entry fee:
The entry fee includes all services and arrangements as described in this invitation. Accommodation is not
included and has to be organized individually.
Automobile with driver and one co-driver
Motorbike
each additional co-driver

160,00 €
130,00 €
40,00 €

The entry fee has to be enclosed with the registration form via cheque or to be transferred to the following
bank account:
Account holder: rallye trans e.V.; Credit institution Raiffeisenbank Greifswald; Reason for payment: 18. RSH,
Team name driver/name co-driver; IBAN: DE25 1506 1638 0005 4262 51, BIC: GENODEF1ANK (Please do
not make collective transfers for more than one team nor include extra payment for i.e. rally buffet).
Entry fee is forfeit money and cannot be reimbursed in case of non-attendance. Reimbursement will be
granted if the registration is rejected or the event will not take place. The registration will be officially registered
only after the entry fee is paid.
An additional amount of 17,00 € per person is charged for the participation at the rally buffet. This
organisational amount has to be transferred together with the entry fee to the bank account mentioned above.
14. Registration of teams:
Teams may be registered until 14 June 2019 not later than 15:00 hrs. One team has to consist of at least three
vehicles.
Entry fee for teams is 30,00 €.

